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Cyber Physical Systems and ALC Toolchain

➔ Assurance-based Learning-enabled Cyber-Physical Systems(ALC) toolchain1: An 

integrated set of tools corresponding to model-based development of CPS utilizing 

learning-enable components (LECs). 

1. https://editor-alc.isis.vanderbilt.edu/doc/tutorial/Overview.html



ReSonAte: A Runtime Risk Assessment Framework For 
Autonomous Systems

● An engineering framework that calculates probability of consequences dynamically using 
BowTie Diagrams.

● Probabilities change based on the state of the system and environment.

BlueROV2 Bow-Tie Diagram BTD

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.09419.pdf



BlueROV2 and ROS
BlueROV21

● Underwater Vehicle with 6-thruster vectored configuration used for 
research, surveillance, and adventure.

● Robot Operating System(ROS)2 is a collection of 
framework for writing robot software.

● ROS supports Gazebo, a physics-based 
simulator.

Bow-Tie Diagram of UUV:

1. https://bluerobotics.com/store/rov/bluerov2/
2. http://www.robotics.stanford.edu/~ang/papers/icraoss09-ROS.pdf

https://bluerobotics.com/store/rov/bluerov2/
http://www.robotics.stanford.edu/~ang/papers/icraoss09-ROS.pdf


Plugin Integration For ReSonAte With ALC Toolchain

Workflow:
Launch 

Experiment 

Retrieve data from 
ROS .bag files 
created during 

experiment.

Look for collision 
likelihood in dynamic 
obstacle scenarios.

Launch Analysis

Populate required 
data structures for 

collision, 
consequences, and 

top events.

Feed populated 
lists/dictionaries to 
ReSonAte framework 
for probabilistic 
analysis.

Creates a .bag 
file including 
ROS topics, 

and messages.

Enable 
Dynamic 
Obstacle 
parameter 
and vary 
simulation 
time. 

Use ReSonAte for 
Risk prediction.



CPS-VO Deployment

GPU Machine runs as a worker 
node to run all the executable files.

ALC Toolchain inside CPS-
VO.

GPU Machine runs as a worker 
node to run all the executable files.GPU Machine runs as a worker 

node to run all the executable files.GPU Machine runs as a worker 
node to run all the executable files.GPU Machine runs as a worker 

node to run all the executable files.
Worker machine(s) with GPUs 
execute computationally intensive 
tasks.

Virtual Machine runs the 
web server.

Slurm (Distributed 
Workload Manager)



Conclusion
● Challenges:

○ Understanding complex design architecture of ALC Toolchain.
○ Being productive for long hours due to virtual setting.
○ Debugging Networking Issues.

● Lessons Learned
○ Familiarity with academic research experience 
○ Software debugging/troubleshooting in a Linux environment
○ Time management
○ Effective communication


